We propose a multimodal deep learning framework that can transfer the knowledge obtained from a single-modal neural network to a network with a different modality. For instance, we show that we can leverage the speech data to fine-tune the network trained for video recognition, given an initial set of audio-video parallel dataset within the same semantics. Our approach learns the analogy-preserving embeddings between the abstract representations learned from each network, allowing for semantics-level transfer or reconstruction of the data among different modalities. Our method is thus specifically useful when one of the modalities is more scarce in labeled data than other modalities. While we mainly focus on applying transfer learning on the audio-visual recognition task as an application of our approach, our framework is flexible and thus can work with any multimodal datasets. In this work-in-progress report, we show our preliminary results on the AV-Letters dataset.
INTRODUCTION
Multimodal deep networks have been recently proposed to leverage the features learned from multiple modalities to predict patterns of a single or multiple modalities (Ngiam et al. (2011a; b) ; Srivastava & Salakhutdinov (2012) ). While the main focus of this line of work has been to construct a shared representation that best combines multiple modalities, most of the work assume the existence of the parallel multimodal dataset where the shared multimodal representation can be learned.
In reality, however, acquiring a parallel multimodal dataset is extremely resource consuming, and thus there is often an imbalance in the amount of the labeled data among different modalities. For example, while the labeled audio speech data is readily abundant, the labeled data for lip reading videos is much more scarce, consequently making the unparallel portion of the audio data obsolete for multimodal learning. In this paper, we address the data imbalance among different modalities via a transfer learning approach.
The transfer learning relaxes the imbalance of the available data in source tasks and target tasks via selective instance selections or feature transformation (Rosenstein et al. (2005) ; Raina et al. (2006) ; Taylor & Stone (2007) ; Pan et al. (2008) ; Mihalkova & Mooney (2008) ; Yang et al. (2013) ). While transfer learning works well when source tasks and target tasks are moderately in the same domain, direct knowledge transfer between different modalities is often intractable often due to their drastically different statistical properties (Navarretta (2013) ). As such, we extend the previous literature by allowing for semantics-level transfer between neural networks learned for different modalities, and by applying several techniques to fully exploit the capability of neural networks. Specifically, we learn the semantic mappings between the final layers of each neural network, and leverage the learned embeddings to perform several neural network operations. Because the multimodal data with different modalities often share the common semantics (e.g. an audio recording of a person speaking a letter 'A' maps to a lip-reading video of saying 'A'), albeit in different concept spaces, the high-level knowledge mapping within neural networks allows for a more tractable transfer than traditional transfer learning methods. Under review as conference paper at ICRL 2015
As an application of our framework, we choose to study the transfer between speech and lip-reading video data. However, our framework is flexible and thus can be used for transfer between any modalities, given the small initial parallel modality corpora that correspond to the same semantics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the previous literature on the related topics. We give the formal definition of our problem in Section 3, and explain in detail our methods in Section 4. The empirical results are reported in Section 5, and we give our final remakrs in Section 6.
RELATED WORK

Learning from Multimodal Data
Several studies have shown that leveraging multiple modalities for a single shared task often improves the target task, when the parallel multimodal datasets are combined and mutually learned. For instance, Huiskes et al. (2010) showed that using natural language captions or tags in addition to their corresponding standard low-level image features significantly improves classification accuracy of Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) models. Guillaumin et al. (2010) proposed the multiple kernel learning framework, which showed that an additional text modality can improve the accuracy of SVMs on various object recognition tasks. Xing et al. (2012) proposed a dual-wing harmonium model to build a joint model of images and text in the latent topic spaces. However, it has been often reported that it is difficult to model multimodal dataset using shallow models, because multimodal data typically have very different statistical properties within different modalities.
Recently, Ngiam et al. (2011a; b) proposed a deep neural network that can learn features from multiple modalities and predict patterns of a single or multiple modalities. Their network composes of a shared representation that takes as input the learned output for each of the two audio and video models, which is then used to make final predictions. Another work by Srivastava & Salakhutdinov (2012) proposes a Deep Boltzman Machine (DBM) for learning multimodal representations of data, where the fused representation is inferred via alternating Gibbs sampling methods. While this line of work shows that the multiple modalities can be combined to improve the performance, most of the work assume the availability of the abundant parallel corpora of different modalities, which is often resource-consuming to obtain. Therefore, our approach addresses this issue by allowing for transfer between data from different modalities.
Transfer Learning
Transfer learning aims to leverage the knowledge learned from source tasks to perform target tasks which are often provided with limited training resources. Some of the most notable work in this field include the work by Rosenstein et al. (2005) ; Raina et al. (2006) ; Taylor & Stone (2007) ; Mihalkova & Mooney (2008) ; Yang et al. (2013) , most of which study efficient feature or model transfer within different datasets of the same domain. However, applying transfer learning on multimodal datasets where each modality exhibits a completely different sample distribution is known to be extremely challenging, thus traditional transfer learning approaches yield only a small improvement (Navarretta (2013)). As such, instead of performing the feature transfer in the input space or applying the direct model transfer, we perform semantics-level knowledge transfer where only the abstracted features (final computation output of the neural network model) get transferred to each modality. This not only allows for a more robust knowledge transfer, but also entails practical benefits in neural network operations. For example, the transferred data can be directly used in fine-tuning the target model, or performing top-down inference (Lee et al. (2009) ) to reconstruct the counterpart modality of the transferred data. Pan & Yang (2010) provides a more detailed and comprehensive survey on this topic.
Our Contributions
We summarize our contributions as follows. We propose a novel transfer deep learning (TDL) framework where mapping from abstract representation of different modalities is learned. We propose several neural network operations that make use of the transferred knowledge, such as fine-tuning of the network with the transferred data. We present our preliminary result on the empirical study in this report. A (X * A )). (c) In addition, we can perform top-down inference to reconstruct the new video in the form of X V , by using only the original audio data X * A transferred via T A→V .
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We formulate the proposed framework with application in the audio and video lip-reading multimodal learning settings. Figure 1 illustrates the following formulation. We initially have two input data of different modalities:
which correspond to the parallel audio and video data, respectively (Section 4.1). Both X A and X V map to the same ground-truth categorical labels Z = {Z 1 , · · · , Z N }. Each input audio instance X n A and video instance X n V lies in different concept spaces, thus X n A ∈ R p and X n V ∈ R q . Two separate neural nets, N A and N V , can be built from a subset of X A and X V , respectively (Section 4.2). We denote N A : X A → Y and N V : X V → Y where Y is a set of predicted labels as a final output of the neural networks. Additionally, we also denote N (h)
are the output of the final hidden layers of each of the two neural nets, respectively. H A and H V thus represent an abstract representation of the input X A and X V , respectively. Our purpose is then to learn a transfer function T A→V :
A (X * A ). Lastly, we can reconstruct the previously unavailable X * V by performing top-down inference on T A→V (H * A ).
METHOD
FEATURE REPRESENTATION
In this report, we use the AV-Letters dataset from Matthews et al. (2002) , which consists of both audio and lip-reading video data of 10 speakers saying the letters A to Z, three times each. The dataset contains pre-extracted lip regions at 60 × 80 pixels. We consider two different feature representation methods for obtaining X A and X V from raw inputs as follows.
RAW FEATURE CONCATENATION
We represent each audio example as one feature vector by concatenating 24 contiguous audio frames, each with 26 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) Davis & Mermelstein (1980) . Similarly, for each video example, we concatenate 12 contiguous video frames, each with 60 × 80 pixels. The dimension of audio and video feature vector is therefore 624 and 57,600, respectively. For both modalities, we normalize the data to have zero mean with unit variance.
AGGREGATED TEMPORAL INFORMATION
In order to better represent the temporal information of the dataset, we append the feature trajectories over time to the original feature vector. We employ the first and second-order frame-to-frame time derivatives which are commonly used in speech recognition system Wilpon et al. (1991) . We then compute the temporal information of the input as follows:
where d t is a delta element of the temporal information vector for a frame t computed in terms of the static elements c t+N to c t−N . We also concatenate another vector, delta-delta, which is calculated in the same way as in Eq.1, but with the delta elements instead of the static elements.
For the audio features, we calculate both delta and delta-delta of 26 MFCC features and concatenate all of the 24 frames, resulting in the final 1,872 dimension feature vector. For the video modality, we first reduce 60 × 80 pixels to 60 dimensions via PCA whitening. We then concatenate temporal vectors for 12 interval video frames, resulting in the final 2,160 dimension feature vectors.
THE NETWORKS
We consider two different networks, Multilayer Perceptron and Deep Belief Network for building N A and N V for audio and video data, respectively. We build the same network structure for each task.
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
We build a two-layer perceptron (Ruck et al. (1990) ) with a hidden layer of 1000 units and an output layer of 26 units, standing for each letter from A to Z. The input size of N A is 598 and the input size of N V is 57,600, which is the same as the number of features of each modality.
Deep Belief Network (DBN)
As a more complex alternative, we construct a Deep Belief Network (Hinton et al. (2006) ) with three layers of Restricted Boltzmann Machines and one final layer of linear perceptrons. Each RBM layer consists of 100 hidden units and the final layer has 26 units, one for each letter. Same as MLP, N A has an input size of 598 and N V has an input size of 57,600.
LEARNING THE EMBEDDINGS
We learn the embedding function T A→V which maps two concept spaces H n A ∈ R p and H n V ∈ R q . We consider the following three embedding methods from the literature, although in our preliminary empirical analysis (Section 5) we only present the result of one embedding method described in Section 4.3.1. We plan to present the results of other embedding methods in a follow-up report.
MULTIVARIATE SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION (SVR) USING NON-LINEAR OR LINEAR KERNELS
We formulate the mapping between two concept spaces as a multivariate regression problem. Specifically, we use Support Vector Regression (SVR) methods with non-linear and linear kernels (Smola & Schölkopf (2004) ), which can effectively learn the conditional expectation of the target space given the source space. In its simplist form, the basic idea can be reduced to the following equations.
where ω can be interpreted as a mapping between the two spaces. For practical use, we kernelize the weights and add a soft-margin loss function for more flexible and high-dimensional mapping. In our empirical evaluation, we consider three different kernels: the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF), the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and the linear kernel.
NORMALIZED CANONICAL CORRELATION ANALYSIS (NCCA)
Given a set of N audio and video pairs H A ∈ R N ×p and H V ∈ R N ×q , the goal of NCCA is to obtain U ∈ R p ×c and V ∈ R q ×c that map audio and video into a common c-dimensional latent space by H A U and H V V (Gong et al. (2014) ). The objective of CCA can thus be formulated as:
We can solve the CCA optimization as a generalized eigenvalue problem:
The projections U and V can then be formed from the top c eigenvectors corresponding to each respective z A and z V . Once U and V are obtained, we can formulate the mapping function as T A→V (H A ) = H A UV T to obtain the estimated transfer H V . We can further compute the similarity σ(H n A , H n V ) between abstract audio representation H n A and video representation H n V by
where λ A1 , . . . , λ Ac are the top c eigenvalues that correspond to eigenvectors z A , and t is the power to which the eigenvalues are taken. We use c = 96 and t = 4 as it is done in Gong et al. (2014) for text to image embedding tasks. Using the similarity metric defined in Eq.(5) we can also retrieve the closest video representations for any given audio representation and vice versa, which can be applied in modality reconstruction.
KNN-BASED NON-PARAMETRIC MAPPING
For the KNN-based non-parametric mapping, we first compute the simlarity score σ(
In other words, we first find the closest audio H A to H A from the training set, and compute the cosine similarity between H V and H V which is associated with H A . Therefore, σ(H A , H V ) and σ(H V , H A ) are assymetrical.
FINE-TUNING WITH THE TRANSFERRED DATA
We update the final layer of a network with transferred embeddings of the unknown data, H * V = T A→V (H * A ) and the labels Y * . The weights of the layers in the network is updated through gradient descent minimizing the error of learnt embeddings. We first merge the transferred embeddings with originally learnt embeddings, H V = H V ∪ H * V and merged labels Y = Y ∪ Y * so that the network does not over-fit to new observations H * V . We compute the following L2 regularization error function:
where L stands for the parameters of the final layer, and θ L are the parameters of the layer L. We can then update weights with gradient descent as follows:
In section 5, we show our result with different combinations of feature representations, network types, and embedding methods.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
TASK
In order to evaluate how knowledge is transferred from one modality to another, we perform comparison studies on the following task with the AV-Letters dataset (described in Section 4.1). The task is to build a classifier that can categorize each lip-reading video into a label (0 to 25). We assume that only the data with labels from 0 to 19 (denoted X V ) are available as a parallel corpus during training, and we test the built model with the data with labels ranging from 20 to 25 (X * V ), completely unforeseen during the training phase. This is analogous to many real-world situations where the training data for multi-modal learning is imbalanced for one of the modalities, thus the test data of the target modality is radically different from the training data.
Assuming that the labels from 20 to 25 are available in the audio dataset (X * A ), we fine-tune the video model (N V ) with the extra transferred audio data as described in Section 4.4. We then compare the result of our transfer deep learning approach (TDL) against the unimodal baseline where the model is trained only with the available video data (X V ).
Note that a comparable baseline by Ngiam et al. (2011a; b) (multi-modal deep learning approach) would be to construct a model that uses a shared representation learned from the parallel dataset of X V and X A . While their approach may improve the video recognition task performance over the unimodal model trained with the video data (X V ) only, this approach still suffers from the issue with the unforeseen test data (X * V ), which has a completely different distribution in the concept space. In this report, we do not present the result using this approach.
RESULTS
We present our preliminary results on our empirical study described in Section 5.1. We provide comprehensive results of different combinations of feature representation methods, networks, and embedding methods described in Section 4.
Unimodal
TDL Oracle Train: ) . The Oracle baseline shows the semi-oracle bound of TDL which can be achieved if the perfect knowledge transferT A→V is obtainable. Bold denotes significant improvement over the baseline. The chance performance is 3.85%. Table 1 shows the comparison of performance between the unimodal (video) model and the transfer deep learning model (TDL) where the network is additinoally fine-tuned with the transferred audio data. It can be seen that TDL outperforms unimodal when the audio data was transferred with good embeddings, showing that the transferred modality enhances the performance of the target modality classification. Specifically, our results show that the SVR with a linear kernel (SVR(Linear)) yields the best embeddings for MLP, whereas SVR with a RBF kernel (SVR(RBF)) works the best on DBN. We also report the soft oracle bound of TDL, where the network was trained over the same label set as the test set (X V ∪ X * V ), practically simulating the TDL fine-tuned with the perfectly transferred audio data. TDL outperforms the soft oracle bound for the MLP network, which could be because oracle is globally over-fitted while TDL is only midly fine-tuned. For a simple dataset like AV-Letters, it can be seen that MLP learns a better model than a more complex DBN.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a framework for performing transfer learning on neural networks (TDL) under multimodal learning settings. We proposed several feature representation methods and embedding methods, and presented a preliminary result on a selected dataset. Our results show that the transferred modality improves the performance of the model of the target modality.
Future Work: we plan to implement and apply several other embedding methods that map from two concept spaces (e.g. as described in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). The key challenge is to maintain the analogy while getting the new type of input modality, which can be addressed with regularization techniques on the structure of the mapping function.
Another major room for improvement for a specific application in audio-visual recognition is in the representation of the audio and video features. The key challenge is to compactly represent and synchronize the temporal information between different modalities. As such, we plan to address this issue by creating a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) which is often reported to compactly aggregate the temporal information with the variable length input.
Lastly, we plan to test the idea of reconstructing the modality given the transferred modality. This has many potential application, for instance generating lip-motion videos given any audio input using the transferred audio input, which improves over the conventional lip-motion generator that is heavily rule-based or human-engineered.
